It Might Be TodaY
"A Mount of Evidence"
Each week we present what we call a Prophecy Update. This is
#453 in that series.
The Bible accurately foretells specific events - in precise detail sometimes even centuries before they occur.
Approximately 2500 prophecies appear in the pages of the Bible.
About 2000, or 80%, have already been fulfilled to the letter, with
no errors.
Because we know that the remaining 500 or so prophecies will
definitely be fulfilled, we look for news, and trends, that you'd
expect to be taking place.
You might call them the signs of the times.
The Bible predicts that a Temple will be built in Jerusalem on the
ancient site of the first two.
Daniel predicted events that would happen in the future Temple,
and Jesus verified Daniel's remarks.
You'd therefore expect there to be news about the previous and
future temples; and there is.
On September 6, breakingnewsisrael.com posted a story titled,
For First Time EVER, Undeniable Evidence of Jewish Temple
Discovered.
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Excerpts:
An incredible new discovery at the Temple Mount has produced
the first-ever physical and archaeological evidence that the
Jewish Second Temple stood on the Mount 2000 years ago,
upsetting Arab claims, increasingly endorsed by the international
community, that the Temples never existed.
Archaeologists from the Temple Mount Sifting Project, salvaging
artifacts from Muslim destruction at the Temple complex, have
completed the restoration of ornate floor tiles which experts
believe likely decorated the courtyard of the Second Jewish
Temple. The project provides visible and incontrovertible proof,
backed up by ancient texts and historical context, of a Jewish
Temple on the Mount.
In total, archaeological teams have uncovered approximately 600
colored stone floor tile segments, with more than 100 of them
positively dated to the Herodian Second Temple period (37-34
BC).
This represents the first time that archeologists have been able to
successfully restore an element from the Herodian Second
Temple complex,” said Zachi Dvira, co-founder and director of the
Temple Mount Sifting Project.
The Sifting Project began in the Tzurim Valley National Park in
2004 in an attempt to salvage whatever archaeological artifacts it
could from destruction caused by illegal construction projects on
the Temple Mount led by the Jordanian Waqf that controls the
Mount.
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This destruction of irreplaceable archaeological artifacts is
considered to be part of a larger trend of Temple denial. Denying
Jewish connection to the Temple Mount began at the 2000 Camp
David Summit, when the Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser
Arafat insisted that “the Temple” existed near Shechem (Nablus),
and not on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem.
http://www.breakingisraelnews.com/75233/first-time-ever-undeniable-evidence-jewish-temple-discoveredphotos/?utm_source=Breaking+Israel+News&utm_campaign=1596cece56BIN_morning_9_16&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_b6d3627f72-1596cece56-86610633&mc_cid=159
6cec#OLwzaRsDMov66EIY.97

As exciting as this discovery is, our true hope as Christians is in
something that has no sign preceding it.
Jesus will come and resurrect the dead believers, than snatchaway those who are alive. We call this the Rapture of the church.
It is presented by the Bible writers as an imminent, any-moment
event.
Are you ready for the rapture? If not, get ready, stay ready, and
keep looking up. Ready or not, Jesus is coming!
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